
	  

	  
	  

	  

	  

Still have a couple people on your gift list this holiday season and no idea 
what to get them? Well we've got your art lovers covered with a couple of 
prime artist collaborations that won't break the bank or require a trip to an 
auction house.  



	  
Laurie Simmons and Art Production Fund 
Plenty of items in Art Production Fund’s WOW (Works on Whatever) 
series would make pretty excellent presents for the art collector in your life. 
Their assortment of beach towels — though entirely the wrong season — 
are great for those northern-dwellers who, like me, start desperately 
anticipating their summertime plans sometime around the first sub-
freezing day of every year. Out of this year’s offerings, Laurie Simmons's 
disembodied tomato-head is my choice, though John Currin-lovers might 
like to laze atop this terry towel rendition of one of his lounging beauties. 

Jen Stark and Google's Artworks Live Case 
Google has partnered with a number of artists for its new edition of 
Artworks Live Cases designed for its Pixel phone, which have previously 
featured works by Jeff Koons, Friends with You, and Jeremy Scott. Of the 
recently released set, which includes collaborations with the likes 
of illustrators Craig & Karl and fashion collaborators Humberto Leon and 
Carol Lim of Opening Ceremony, Miami darling Jen Stark — known for her 
mind bending layered paper sculptures and her vibrantly patterned 
illustrations that feel like both treat for and assault on the eyeballs — is a 
personal favorite. Speaking about the process of transferring her 
psychedelic forms to a commercial product, Stark told Artinfo, “I wanted 
them to seem like they were oozing down the case or radiating from the 
center. Some of the cases could even look like sculptures from afar, as if 
they have dimensionality to them.” 

The case purportedly communicates with your phone via a shortcut button 
that each user can program as they like. The accompanying Artworks Live 
Wallpaper app also offers 4 to 5 additional digital art pieces by the artist 



	  
who designed your case, which is billed as a digital canvas, with original art 
made specifically for this platform. If you’re like this seemingly perpetual 
neophyte of technology and this seems a little hard to visualize, you’ll just 
have to grab one, at $40, for your own Pixel phone, which has turned out to 
be one of the most lusted after, and hard to come by, items this season. 

Alex Katz and H&M 
This collection has been flying off the shelves since debuting in stores on 
December 1. Katz, who is approaching his 90th year, has lent images from 
his over 60-year career to H&M for this range of women’s and men’s t-
shirts, scarves, dresses, and other home and fashion accessories, called 
“Fashion Loves Art.” While a number of items have already sold out, a 
couple of favorites, like the Long Lyocell Dress are still available online. 
Pair it with Art Production Fund’s beach towels in all of your cold weather 
induced summer fantasies. 

Olafur Eliasson and the Little Sun Solar Light 
This one may have been around for a year or two, but anyone who hasn’t 
yet found Olafur Eliasson and solar engineer Frederik Ottesen’s helpful 
and handy Little Sun Solar Light in their holiday stocking has been missing 
out. A solar powered, portable solar lamp that provides roughly three hours 
of bright light, and up to 10 hours of lower light off a full 5-hour charge, the 
Little Sun was designed first and foremost as a way of trying to bring clean, 
affordable, reliable light to the 1.1 billion people worldwide without access 
to the electrical grid. Selling it to consumers in developed countries was a 
simple way of building a somewhat unique funding model to enable this to 
happen. For every one of these products sold in an area with electricity, one 
of more than 600 partners or entrepreneurs who work with the company is 



	  
able to sell a solar product in their part of the world at a price that’s locally 
affordable. So far, the company has sold close to 500,000 worldwide, and 
estimates to have provided a light source to more than a million people 
living without power. But if you’re someone who turns to your cellphone 
app in a low-light crisis, Little Sun has found a way you can still help out 
and “empower,” so to speak, others living off the grid, too. The Little Sun 
Charge, introduced late last year, is a hand held solar power charger with a 
USB port for charging your device of choice, and, similarly to the Little 
Sun, the proceeds are dedicated to providing solar products to those 
without sustainable energy sources. Oh, and it has a lamp as well, because 
as the artist who installed a giant sun in the TATE Modern evidently 
believes, we all could use a little extra light in our lives. 
 
Agnes Martin and COS 
Not strictly an artist collaboration, fashion brand COS — the minimalist, 
more serious-minded offshoot of H&M — has partnered with the 
Guggenheim and their Agnes Martin retrospective, currently on view 
through January 11, to put together this capsule collection for women and 
men that takes inspiration for its muted tones in like shades and bold lines 
from Martin’s more than four-decade-long career. COS is a primary 
sponsor of the Guggenheim’s presentation, and will donate a portion of 
their proceeds to the Agnes Martin Foundation. Made from linen, canvas, 
and other natural fabrics in earth tones, items range from $89-$275 and 
are available at Guggenheim Museum Store in New York and select COS 
locations. 

URL:  http://www.blouinartinfo.com/news/story/1791134/artist-
collaborations-holiday-gifts-for-the-art-lover-in-your  


